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MEE is taking the lead of climate change action 
As one of the seven new ministries established after the ministerial reform in March 2018, the Ministry of 

Ecology and Environment (MEE) became the principal ministry in charge of climate change policy in China. 

The Three-determination Plan of the new ministry was issued in August. MEE will take over several mandates 

from the National Development and Reform Committee (NDRC) regarding climate change regulation. 

Although the plan makes no change in either carbon markets or overall ministry-level mandates on climate 

change regulation, the duties and functions of the former Climate Change Department is split up among 

several different departments.  

Mandates on Climate Change Regulation of MEE by deparments 1 

 

The merging of environment regulation from former Ministry of Environment (MEP) and climate change 

regulation from NDRC presents both challenges and oppurtunities.2 

 Building national carbon market: The restructuring takes a step towards integration of regulatory 

power, but it may require further institutional changes to build a national carbon market. The duty of 

collection and verification of local emission was switched from local DRCs to local environmental 

administrative departments. Reporting and national emissions inventories will also take longer. 

Coordination between MEE and local DRCs will determine how soon we can expect  national carbon 

market, and as experts expect provincial pilot market will continue operating in place for 2-3 years while 

a national market evolves. 

 Coordination with energy planning and socio-eco development: The removal of climate from NDRC 

may suggest that energy planning will be less coordinated with carbon and emissions policy than in the 

past. However, experts have noted that this depends not only on strict bureaucratic reporting lines, but 

also on the guidance and direction of top national leaders, who generally remain committed to strong 

climate action. 

 Enhanced monitoring and inventories: Through the merge, MEE gains the mandate of monitoring GHG 

emission. Given that the former MEP already had air emissions monitoring capabilities, this may 

facilitate implementation of GHG monitoring.  

 International negotiations: The high-level negotiating staff for international climate talks will likely 

                                                                                 

1 Wang Shu, “Perspective on the New Role of MEE Regarding Climate Change Policy,” Networking Meeting – China’s New 
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remain unchanged, as top-level staff were transferred over. 

 Carbon law: Some environmental observers were disappointed that China has not yet established a law 

regulating carbon as a pollutant. Now that climate matters are under MEE, and each main department 

under MEE has a corresponding law or draft law—except carbon—there is a possibility this could lead 

to a new law covering this aspect. However, experts believe this may not be a priority given the other 

more immediate and practical matters that need to be addressed with carbon markets and 

enforcement. 

Solar PV outlook for the second half of 2018 
New Energy and Renewable Energy Department of the National Energy Aadministration (NEA) has provided 

guidance on solar PV sector policy for the second half year of 2018: While noting that China’s total installed 

capacity has reached 150 GW—already beyond the national target set for 2020—NEA reaffirms that China 

will continue supporting solar PV deployment, but the government will focus on accelerating price parity of 

solar compared to coal power. The main PV-supporting programs of NEA currently are the Top-runner 

program, PV for poverty alleviation, and distributed PV plants.3 

Several organizations have predicted that second half of 2018 will see a large decline in newly installed 

capacity of solar PV due to the 531 policy, which slashed the quota for the amount of PV that could receive 

feed-in tariff subsidies. While the policy should reduce installations, it will also accelerate PV’s price decline.4 

According to the press release from a Major National Social Science Foundation Project regarding energy 

fiscal policy, large-scale wind farms and PV power plants will still find it difficult to achieve price parity in 

China by 2020, which is one of the goals in the 13th Five-Year Plan for Renewable Energy.5  

The side-effects of the 531 policy may significantly impact both demostic and global PV markets. In January 

2018, U.S. President Trump announced a 30% levy on all imported solar panels, hampering the expansion of 

China’s PV market in the U.S. The 531 policy afterwards, which cut the PV subsidy, implicitly pushes 

maunfacturers to explore the new oversea markets to offset rising tariffs.6 Nevertheless, small- and middle- 

scale manufactures with weak balance sheets probably cannot survive a period of industry overcapacity, and 

could face closure.7    

Regarding the question of when solar and wind will achieve price parity, the GIZ Energy Transition team notes 

that this concept is inherently hard to pin down, since the price competitiveness of wind and solar at any 

given location depends on local wind and solar resources, the level of indirect subsidies for fossil energy (such 

as low prices for external costs like air emissions and water consumption), the design of the market (China 

presently lacks spot markets, outside of certain pilot provinces), and whether the grid layout can support 

real-time balancing of renewable energy over large regions.  

The projections of newly installed solar PV capacity before and after the 531 policy8  

Organizations 

The projection of China's incremental PV 

installed capacity in 2018 (GW) 

Shares in incremental PV installed capacity in 

global 

The end of 

2017 

After the 531 

Policy 
Differences 

The end 

of 2017 

After the 531 

Policy 
Difference 

SolarPower 

Europe 
\ 39 \ \ 38.20% \ 

GTM Research 48 28.8 20 46% 28% 18% 

IHS 53-60 38 15-22 47-53% 36% 11-17% 

Energy Trend 46.7 29-35 17.7-11.7 44% 29-35% 9-15%  
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 NEA announces 2018 Coal power units retrofit targets  

Notice of Implementing Provincial (Districts, Cities) Ultra-low-emission and Energy Saving Retrofit Tasks in 2018, NEA 

Power [2018] No.65 

The government has ordered the retrofit of ultra-low-emissions equipment for 48.68 GW coal power units 

and energy saving retrofits for 53.9 GW units nationwide in 2018, and each province will receive a specific, 

quantitative target. Ultra-low emission is defined as the emission levels of coal power units that do not 

exceed 5 mg/m³ for particulates, 35 mg/m³ for sulphur dioxide and 50 mg/m³ for NOx. These limits are 75%, 

30% and 50% respectively lower than the upper limits in the Thermal Power Air Pollutant Emission 

Standard (GB13223-2011).9 

Timeline set for assessing soil and water conservation  

Notice on Carrying out Assessment and Examination on Implementation Status of National Soil and Water Conservation 

Planning, MWR Protection [2018] No.192 

The Ministry of Water Resources (MWR) together with other six ministries will carry out the provincial 

assessment of the national soil and water conservation plan (2015-2020) annually from 2018, with 

inspections once every five years. 2020, 2025 and 2030 are the years of inspections. The assessment 

considers four aspects: dynamic change of soil erosion areas, the implementation of the governance 

project, soil erosion prevention and control in projects and soil and water conservation responsibilities to 

implement. 

NEA will establish power system emergency risk plan 

Notice of Emergency Capacity Building Action Plan of Power Sector (2018-2020), NEA Safety [2018] No.58 

NEA has issued a plan that requires all provinces, prefectural cities and counties to make plans by 2020 for 

handling large-scale blackouts. This includes asking large companies to establish emergency plans, 

clarifying regulatory agency responsibilities, and improved rules, regulations, and standards for emergency 

management. 

Public participation required for environmental impact assessments  

Public Participation in Environmental Impact Assessments, MEE Order No. 4 

The MEE will require public participation in environmental impact assessments (EIA) for industrial, 

agricultural, animal husbandry, forestry, energy, water conservancy, transportation, urban construction, 

tourism, and natural resource development that may cause adverse environmental impacts. MEE also 

stipulates that EIA reports should include public opinion. The government encourages construction units 

to publish EIA draft reports through new media such as WeChat and Weibo. 

 State Council will supervise several emissions-related activities in 2018 

Notice on Carrying out State Council Supervision Tasks of Year 2018, the State Council [2018] No.3 

The State Council will supervise implementation of the following targets related to high emissions 

industries: loose coal (a highly-polluting, low-quality coal sold in rural areas) treatment and replacement, 

and governance plans for diesel truck emissions and ship emissions beyond national standards. The 

government will implement comprehensive controls in designated airsheds and marine areas, as well as 

full control of urban brackish water.  
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